Core Renaissance:
Renewing SAP assets
to unleash innovation
and growth
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Over the last two decades,
many of SAP’s 50,000 ERP
customers1 have invested heavily
in core systems, making SAP
a global leader in enterprise
application software.
When we speak of core systems in this context, we
are talking about technology solutions that form the
backbone of back, middle, and front office operations.
SAP customers’ investments in these tools—
representing years of buying packages, building
custom solutions, and integrating an increasingly
hybrid environment—have been critical to business
success. Their shared goal has been to create greater
efficiencies through standardization and automation,
and efforts on this front continue: On average, 80
percent of time, energy, and budgets are consumed
by the care and feeding of the existing IT stack.2
We have entered a period of rapid-fire innovation,
with cloud, mobile, analytics, and other forces
implemented on the edge of the business fueling
disruption and new opportunities. Marketing,
customer service, dashboards, loyalty, collaboration,
and other spaces surround the core, yet remain
independent of it. Because the edge typically
doesn’t have the systemic and procedural rigidity of
foundational back and middle office operations, it can
be a perfect place to experiment with new tools and
techniques. Today, many of the tools that emerged on
the edge over the past five years now solve formidable
business problems, leading companies to hook them

into existing core systems. This, in turn, makes it
possible for the same forces of innovation that are
transforming business at the edge to influence and
shape the core as well.
Faced with rapidly evolving technology and business
trends—and SAP’s strategic shift from ERP vendor
to platform provider3—longstanding SAP customers
may be wondering how well venerable core
systems are meeting their needs today and, more
importantly, if these systems will support innovation,
experimentation, and growth going forward.
In part, their concerns are driven by:
• SAP’s product roadmap: Through internal
development and external acquisition, SAP has
transformed its product catalog. Existing SAP
customers may wonder how more recent offerings
like S/4HANA, hybris, Ariba, Fiori, and others will
affect their core investments. They are looking to
SAP to address concerns about support windows,
upgrade paths, competitive positioning, and
compatibility, among others.
• Cloud: As a platform for deployment, cloud can
be a sea change for managing infrastructure and
system landscapes. SAP now offers a host of
cloud-based offerings with several product and
financing options. Cloud technologies have also
lowered the barrier to entry in markets that SAP
has traditionally dominated, which opens the
door to new competitive offerings. Increasingly,
organizations are asking how cloud might change
their core solution footprints and landscapes, over
what timeframe, and in what order.
1

• Usability: Mobile, social, and other digital
channels make it possible for work to be done
where and how it needs to be done—with
an emphasis on simple, intuitive experiences.
Can legacy core systems support new ways
of working?
• Information and analytics: Many organizations
assumed (mistakenly) that automating processes at
the core would automatically address information
and analytics needs. Now, with more emphasis
than ever placed on data analysis and having realtime visibility into critical business processes, many
of these companies are still searching for solutions
that can help them leverage core investments
while they shift their strategic focuses from
automating processes to answering questions and
gaining insights. Does meeting these twin goals
require performing open-heart surgery on the
existing stack, or is there a way analytics can be
deployed purposefully, and with a bounded scope
to revitalize core investments?
• Agility: IT’s ability to deploy new innovations
quickly to respond to rapidly evolving market shifts
has become a business imperative. Yet in many
companies, agile delivery of new services stands
at odds with traditional waterfall methods used
to implement behemoth core systems. Can IT
become more nimble in its care and feeding of
the core?
Questioning the shelf life of the core is not only
reasonable, it is strategically necessary. Years of
customization, best-of-breed implementations, bug
fixes, and, in many cases, deferred maintenance

Legacy core systems
are not relics from
the technological
dark ages. They are,
and can continue
to be, the backbone
of the enterprise.

have resulted in unwanted technical debt and often
labyrinthine complexity, leaving core systems in
varying stages of health, maturity, and architectural
sophistication.
Against this backdrop, many SAP customers are asking
a fundamental question: Is it possible to revitalize our
core so that we can continue to extract value from
our long-term ERP investments?

it’s not about just doing the same things differently,
but doing fundamentally different things.
SAP’s continued investment in its own product
portfolios is helping fuel these renewal efforts. By
rolling out new versions of its core business solutions
and investing in products like S/4HANA business
suite, hybris for digital commerce and marketing,
Ariba for cloud-based sourcing and procurement,
Fiori for user experience, and BusinessObjects BI Suite
for business intelligence, the company is providing a
toolkit that can help existing customers boost their
capabilities and modernize their cores. The challenge,
then, becomes determining how these and other
new solutions can create measurable, attributable
value by addressing existing problems, unlocking new
possibilities, and driving new efficiencies.
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To be clear: Legacy core systems are not relics from
the technological dark ages. Far from it. They are, and
can continue to be, the backbone of the enterprise—
critical to current and future success. Core Renaissance
is about revitalizing the systems at the core to become
drivers of differentiation and growth.

The answer is yes.

SAP Renewal: Like a swift
kick in the stack

Increasingly, organizations are modernizing core
systems and replatforming solutions to remove
barriers to scale and performance, and extending their
legacy infrastructures to fuel innovative new services
and offerings. Similarly, they are rethinking established
business processes to better align them with
modernized solutions stacks. For these organizations,

Core Renaissance possibilities come to life in four
critical functions: Finance, Supply Chain, HR, and
Customer. For each we will examine common pain
points SAP customers may be experiencing with
their legacy core systems; opportunities for growth,
improvement, and innovation; and actionable
considerations to help frame solutions and next steps.
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FINANCE
Traditionally, finance organizations have leveraged ERP
heavily to meet their central responsibility—collecting
information. Today, roughly 78 percent of companies
in the United States use an ERP system as their primary
financial system.4
Integrated financials has been a common starting
point for package-based transformation. Finance
typically deploys three technology layers to aggregate
and process information: 1) ERP, which includes ledger
and operational functionality; 2) a consolidation
and planning system which includes forecasting
capabilities; and 3) a data warehouse and analytics
engine. Over the course of the last 15 years, data
volumes exploded as companies implemented a
variety of digital solutions and embraced new business
models. For example, finance may have deployed
SAP for the general ledger, another vendor’s product
for planning, BusinessObjects (which SAP eventually
acquired) for dashboards and business intelligence,
and any one of several commonly used systems for
reporting, analytics, and visualization.
Meanwhile, the three technology layers remained
fairly rigid, which has resulted in finance becoming like
a gymnast who finds himself wearing a straitjacket.
For SAP ERP customers, this dynamic may manifest in
one or more of the following pain points:
• Inefficient manual processes: ERP’s
fundamental mission is to automate processes,

which drives efficiency, consistency, and accuracy.
Though it has undoubtedly delivered on some of
that promise, finance teams still spend too much
time manually aggregating data, reconciling,
and closing the books. In a recent survey of U.S.
executives, 59 percent report having manual
reconciliation processes. Respondents suggest that
the amount of time spent on reconciliation efforts
places a burden on finance departments and takes
away from their ability to engage in more valueadding efforts and analysis.5
• Insufficient detail in actuals: To make
informed, data-driven decisions, companies need
enterprise-wide information at the transactional
level. Unfortunately, in many financial reporting
systems, most of this detail gets rolled up into a
single aggregate view, which makes it difficult to
perform transactional analysis after the fact.
• Instance fragmentation: Global organizations
often deploy a separate financials instance in each
country in which they operate. Achieving reporting
consistency across multiple instances positioned
around the world requires heavy customization
and the implementation of numerous manual
processes—investments of time and budget few
companies have historically been willing to make.
Consequently, instances—and the reporting they
generate—become fragmented and out of sync
with global strategies and objectives.
• Complexity that stymies critical system
enhancements: As business models evolve and
markets shift, companies often realize they need
to approach financial reporting, analysis, and data

In-memory platforms
make it possible
to rationalize and
analyze mountains
of financial data in
a matter of seconds.

management differently, which sounds simple
enough. Yet in reality, making such changes in
highly customized legacy environments that often
feature extensive controls designed to protect the
integrity of financial processes might take weeks
or even months and cost millions of dollars.

Finance Opportunities:
Doing more with less
If legacy finance systems have become a straitjacket,
SAP’s new product line may help some organizations
cut the straps and liberate the finance function from
the limiting effects of inefficiency, rigidity,
and complexity.
It may also help CFOs reposition finance as the
“center of the enterprise.” In the fluid world of C-suite
acronyms, CFOs are becoming de facto COOs. As
such, the enterprise increasingly looks to them to

drive operational decision making, develop strategy,
and enhance profitability. To meet the demands of
this role, CFOs need leading edge tools that enable
detailed planning and forecasting on the product and
customer levels.
SAP’s potential game changer is S/4HANA, a business
suite built on an in-memory database platform
designed to help organizations dramatically simplify
their operating environments, and access and deliver
data in real-time. It consolidates instances in one
representation of essential master data, enabling
a single enterprise-wide view while simplifying
maintenance. Its out-of-the-box functionality
replaces large chunks of legacy customization, which
helps create parity among system features without
complicating upgrade paths.
S/4HANA’s in-memory technology makes it possible to
rationalize and analyze mountains of data assets and
records in a matter of seconds, while simultaneously
facilitating big data management. This couples the
benefits of an integrated and aggregated plan with
the ability to forecast and model using actuals. How?
By providing the flexibility needed to switch between
group level roll-ups and granular line-item drill-downs,
forecasts, and models.
Other potential in-memory opportunities include:
• Accelerated close and reconciliation
processes: Manual close and reconciliation
processes take days—sometimes weeks—to
complete. Simplified, real-time reporting and
processing can shorten this process dramatically,
leaving the finance organization more time to
3

perform analytical validation. A faster close
means companies will be able to start their next
forecasts that much earlier and make decisions
proactively about their use of working capital.
They will also be able to manage corporate debt
more effectively and achieve real-time visibility into
day trading and internal position performance.
Finally, real-time reporting and processing enable
on-the-spot corrective modeling. For example,
if a retail promotion in central Texas isn’t
delivering expected results, a retailer will know it
immediately and can adjust its pricing strategy in
that region in a matter of minutes.
• Self-service reporting: The ability to perform
simplified real-time reporting makes it possible for
financial planning and analysis teams (FP&A) to
transfer many reporting duties to the individual
lines of business. When FP&A teams spend less
time aggregating data and producing reports,
they can spend more time analyzing information
and advising the businesses on ways to improve
performance.
• Reduced total cost of data ownership:
Organizations may be able to lower data storage
costs through dramatic simplification of IT
architecture, higher data compression rates, and
lower data redundancy. Data can occupy a much
smaller footprint, and the solution architecture can
be simplified, with the data warehouse tranche
of the typical finance stack being absorbed into
the larger solution. Because the corresponding
software, storage, and servers can be redeployed,
interfaces required to keep everything in sync will
likely no longer be needed.

SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT
For all the valuable automation, planning, execution,
and reporting capabilities that SAP Supply Chain
Management (SCM) components have provided
customers over the years, some individuals—especially
casual users and executives—have found SAP legacy
SCM systems somewhat complex and difficult to
use. While supply chain processes such as procureto-pay and logistics execution can be standardized,
many others, including planning, manufacturing,
and supplier collaboration remain highly customized,
competitive differentiators for organizations.
Moreover, until very recently, complexity was simply
unavoidable: Supply chains are, by definition, highly
mutable and vulnerable to disruption.
An SAP supply chain technology stack features four
seemingly simple layers: 1) A base ERP platform that
includes core functionalities such as purchasing,
logistics, inventory management, and materials
management; 2) integrated planning and collaboration
functionalities that sit on top of the ERP platform
and help drive forecasting, planning, scheduling, and
collaboration among business partners; 3) advanced
execution capabilities such as extended warehouse
management, advanced transportation management,
event management, and global trade enhancing
capabilities; and 4) a reporting and analytical layer
sitting on top of the stack that makes it possible
to monitor the state of the overall supply chain.

These layers support intricate webs of third party
suppliers, contract manufacturers, and evolving
delivery methods. As such, supply chain systems are
anything but simple. In fact, they reflect the innate
complexity of supply chains themselves.
In the years since many organizations implemented their
existing SCM components, globalization, innovation,
and relentless cycles of acquisitions and divestitures have
added additional layers of complexity which have, in
turn, put more pressure on supply chain organizations
and on the SCM technologies they use. As a result,
many supply chain leaders are forced to spend too
much time reacting, and not enough time planning,
forecasting, and optimizing operations and processes.
In this environment, legacy SAP SCM customers may
experience several common system-related pain points:
• Barriers to collaboration: Years of global
mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures, coupled with
the effects of limited post-close IT integration and
rationalization efforts, have created technological
and operational siloes throughout many supply
chains. These barriers can prevent collaboration,
diminish efficiency, and drive up operational costs.
Additionally, over the years some companies
exclusively deployed best-of-breed solutions.
Consequently, the component parts of their supply
chain systems frequently don’t work well together.
• Limited operational visibility: Increasingly,
supply chain organizations rely upon analytics to
predict future developments, identify inefficiencies,
run scenarios, and make more informed decisions
on issues ranging from production scheduling and
4

vehicle routing, to inventory levels and staffing.
Often, multiple legacy SCM systems can obscure
end-to-end visibility, which leads organizations
to avoid decisions that require comprehensive
visibility and analysis. Additionally, older data
warehouse technologies are unable to support
real-time data reporting needs, analytics, and
scenario planning. Likewise, systems rarely
accommodate emerging capabilities such as
machine-to-machine sensors that are data
intensive and computationally challenging.
• Poor data quality: Non-uniform data standards
across purchasing, inventory and distribution, a
lack of real-time reporting, and the inability to
“pull” demand information from supply chain
partners contribute to poor visibility into critical
demand level information.
• Usability challenges: Many legacy SCM
components are, by current standards, unintuitive
and unnecessarily complex which can undermine
efficiency throughout the supply chain. While
professional users eventually master this complexity,
casual users—the directors and above who are
decision makers and influencers—have often
shied away from using these systems, resulting
in latency and suboptimal decision making.

SCM Opportunities: Creating a
demand-driven supply chain
These and similar pain points are part of an
overarching challenge many legacy SCM customers
currently face—aligning consumer-level demand

with supply. How can companies create an
integrated view of all online and offline activities
taking place across channels throughout the entire
supply chain so that any change can be sensed,
measured, and accounted for with an appropriate
response? Moreover, how can they revitalize current
SCM systems to comprehensively improve supply
chain performance?
SAP now offers a suite of products which,
implemented either incrementally or as part of a more
comprehensive replatforming effort, may help existing
customers address common collaboration, usability,
and visibility challenges, and extract more value from
their existing core SCM systems.
Opportunities include:
• Streamlined processes and reduced
technological complexity: At the platform level,
a HANA-based in-memory solution can form a
foundational layer for multiple SCM functionalities
that share a common set of established processes.
It can also serve as a central hub for data
transfer and technology connections, which
helps standardize and streamline data collection,
analysis, and reporting.
• Enhanced collaboration: In many legacy
SCM systems, operational silos and technology
limitations undermine collaboration both
upstream with customers and downstream
with suppliers. By consolidating all supply chain
connections onto a single Web-based SCM
collaboration platform such as SAP’s Ariba
Collaborative Supply Chain offering, companies

can collaborate with partners across systems,
processes, and geographies in real time. These
systems typically feature self-service, on-demand
tools that streamline the onboarding process
for new network partners, while enabling the
continuous monitoring and benchmarking of
supplier performance throughout the network.
• Insight into demand: Current supply chain
collaboration solutions can also deliver greater
visibility into demand by enabling the collection
and analysis of consumption level point-of-sale
data. The resulting insights make it possible for,
say, a consumer products manufacturer to quickly
identify which brands and products customers
are purchasing, how they are responding to
promotions, and in what quantities they are
purchasing products within given time periods.
Leveraging a reporting and analytical platform
such as BusinessObjects, companies can analyze
this data, and use the resulting insights to
generate forecasts based on actual consumption,
rather than on the quantity of products shipped
to retailers prior to consumption. Moreover,
HANA’s in-memory real-time data reporting
makes it possible to reconfigure demand planning
and materials resource planning (MRP) models
as often as needed, which can help companies
simultaneously reduce product lead times and
inventory/working capital levels.
• Simplified UX: The latest generation of SCM
solutions typically features simplified, intuitive
interfaces and user-friendly dashboard reporting
capabilities that go a long way in addressing the
usability challenges in legacy SCM systems.

HUMAN CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT
Recent research by Bersin by Deloitte reveals that, of
more than 120 organizations surveyed, 37 percent
implemented a standalone core HR product in 2014,
and 25 percent implemented an enterprise resource
planning platform that included core HR software.
Notably, 90 percent of respondents indicated they
planned to replace their existing Human Capital
Management (HCM) software within the next
18 months.6
Such findings spotlight what many organizations
operating legacy core HCM components already
know: Existing systems were designed primarily
for transactions, not interactions, which presents
challenges as HR organizations evolve to meet the
expectations of a new generation of workers. The
2015 Deloitte Millennial Survey of 7,800 collegeeducated workers born after 1982 reveals that
this generation expects employers to provide
more than a paycheck. For example, when asked
what they would prioritize if they were leaders,
37 percent of respondents said “employee
well-being;” similarly, 32 percent said “employee
growth and development.” These answers stand
in stark contrast to the way respondents perceive
their current employers’ priorities. Thirty percent of
those surveyed said leaders at their companies seem
to prioritize personal enrichment. It appears that
though Millennials do believe the pursuit of profit is
5

important, that pursuit should be accompanied by
efforts to create innovative products or services and,
above all, by consideration of individuals as employees
and members of society.7
Legacy HCM environments do not support these
concepts. Though existing HCM functionality may be
sufficient to carry out complex payroll and benefits
processes, often it does not adequately support a
cohesive talent management lifecycle in which the
focus shifts to developing solutions that help attract,
develop, and retain talent.
Consider how the following pain points might
undermine cohesive talent management efforts:
• Customization and complexity: As a
matter of course, many HCM components
were customized—sometimes heavily—during
implementation to support long-standing HR
processes and protocols. In the years that
followed, more customization scar tissue formed
and technical debt accrued as organizations
worked around problems, resulting in systemic
complexity that lowers efficiency, drives up costs,
and prevents needed upgrades. Today, making a
simple change to the way employees record data
might require rewriting countless lines of code.
• Clunky user interfaces: Beyond being a source
of irritation for users, complicated, unintuitive
interfaces in legacy HR systems can undermine
an organization’s efforts to recruit new talent.
In the age of mobile access and sophisticated
social networking platforms, expectations of the
employee engagement experience are high—and

not unreasonably so given improvements in UX
design. These experiences, which offer potential
recruits their first glimpse at a prospective
employer’s systems, can leave savvy candidates
feeling that an organization’s approach to
technology is primitive and uninspiring. In the
competitive world of recruiting top talent, this
can be a significant problem.

understand and predict employee behavior—
not based on a survey, but on actual employee
performance and on empirical data that can be used
as a benchmark. With such insights, companies can
offer more focused development opportunities,
recognize “early warning indicators” and address
problems before they escalate, and make project
assignments more strategically.

• Shifting hierarchies: In legacy HCM systems,
traditional reporting hierarchies are structured in
a way that allow managers to approve personnel
evaluations and other performance-related forms
only for those employees in their immediate
“structural tree.” Though perhaps a minor source
of frustration for users, this challenge points
to a larger need. In the age of globalization,
multi-entity teams come together as quickly as
they dissolve. How can organizations recognize
their best teams and performers without having
company-wide, cross-section visibility into
employee performance data?

These and other techniques represent a major
shift from the “hire ´em, pay ´em, and fire ´em”
administrative tasks for which HR is often known.
For many organizations, highly skilled talent is
becoming a competitive differentiator. In turn,
talented individuals want opportunities to develop
their skills and to grow both professionally and
personally. For many companies these and other
expectations present a multi-dimensional challenge.
HR organizations are looking for ways to develop
technology, people engagement, and progressive
processes to fill immediate gaps and provide
a foundation for meeting evolving needs
going forward.

HCM Opportunities: Competing
for tomorrow’s talent

SAP’s primary HCM offering is SuccessFactors
which, unlike legacy HR technology, is cloud-based.
It supports core functions like employee records
and payroll administration. It also includes a talent
module that features performance management,
recruiting, onboarding, learning, and compensation
functionality along with an analytics solution that
supports workforce analysis and planning. Moreover,
its design and functionality can help address legacy
system pain points around usability and restricted
visibility into employee data.

Across industry sectors and global geographies, HR
organizations are embracing new tools and strategies
for recruiting, developing, and retaining the top
talent companies need to thrive. For some, this
means participating in external talent ecosystems and
developing crowdsourcing strategies that allow
them to enlist talent on an as-needed basis. For
others, it means deploying analytics to better

6

With cloud-based SuccessFactors, organizations can
“consume” progressive solutions on an as-needed
basis. This has major implications for companies
that may feel their only option is to take on an
expensive rip-and-replace implementation when
all they need immediately is a one-off solution.
It also provides budgetary and strategic flexibility:
If cloud solutions don’t deliver needed operational
improvements, companies can simply stop consuming
them while they rethink their transformation
strategies. There are no long-term binding contracts
and no overhead investments to lock them into the
status quo.
Other opportunities for SAP customers include:
• Consolidated systems: Larger organizations
may maintain multiple instances of legacy HR
systems that use different datasets and processes.
Cloud solutions can help make it easier to have
one global system and a single source of truth
for data—cloud’s multi-tenant architecture
is predicated on shared underlying data and
business rules.
One note on cost: Cloud vendors often tout
their products as being more affordable than
on-premises systems. With cloud-based HCM
solutions, this may not be the case. In moving to
the cloud, organizations are trading one-time,
on-premises investments for subscription-based
offerings that promise greater efficiencies and
functionality that is always up-to-date. As required
with any cloud investment, they should first build
a strong business case that takes into account not
only the question of licensing and maintenance

expenses versus subscription fees, but also hosting
and infrastructure costs, upkeep and upgrade
costs, and capital investment depreciation versus
operating expenses.
• Predictive modeling: HR organizations can
apply predictive modeling techniques, analytics,
and visualization solutions to troves of employee
and industry benchmarking data to identify
workforce opportunities, trends, and future
challenges. For example, at a leading financial
services firm, top sales performers typically leave
after three years on the job. Predictive modeling
can help HR better understand the root causes
and extenuating circumstances that fuel this costly
trend, and develop an appropriate response.
• Transformed user experiences: Offerings
such as Fiori applications for HCM and SAP HR
Renewal can help legacy customers enhance
user experiences and make system interfaces
more intuitive and welcoming. Employees are
demanding simple mobile solutions for common
HR self-service scenarios—entering time and
expenses, requesting vacation time, looking up
benefits information, and viewing simple payroll
information. Unlike other processes where
company-specific complexities limit the usefulness
of out-of-the-box mobile solutions, there is
potential for “product-like” mobile experiences
in the talent world. Moreover, SuccessFactors
supports multifaceted user engagement
with distinct, role-based experiences for HR
professionals, managers, and employees, and
aspects of social media platforms—notifications,
badges, a rich UI, and gamification elements.

CUSTOMER
In the world of customer engagement technologies,
legacy SAP CRM components often maintain a
relatively low profile. Some were underutilized as SAP
customers deployed sales and marketing solutions
from other vendors. Those put into service were—like
many earlier generation core solutions—customized
heavily both during and after implementation
to accommodate unique customer process and
transactional needs.
Today, iterations of legacy SAP CRM components live
on. And though CRM remains a vital part of customer
engagement, these older components have been
surpassed by a portfolio of modern SAP SaaS offerings
that support work as it is done today.
For example, the emergence of the digitally
empowered customer, omnichannel retail, social
media, and other disruptive forces is rapidly
transforming the way organizations engage
customers. A new marketing paradigm known as
dimensional marketing8 is supported by a digital
platform that includes the integration of existing back
and front office systems with new technologies from
SAP and others to create contextual outreach tailored
to specific individuals based on their preferences,
behaviors, and purchase histories.
Faced with such disruption, CIOs, CMOs, and other
decision makers at companies with legacy front office
systems are eyeing opportunities to enhance and
revitalize their current customer engagement capabilities.

Disruptive forces are
rapidly transforming
the way organizations
engage customers.
The following CRM pain points many legacy system users
experience will undoubtedly influence how they proceed:
• Limited agility and configurability: In
marketing, there is usually always a new way
to slice, dice, and analyze customer information.
Using any one of the leading customer
engagement solutions that dominate the market
today, a business analyst can reconfigure a system
to create a new view in minutes. Legacy CRM
components often do not offer comparable
ease of use. Technical debt and customization
complexity often make even minor changes so
challenging that users may just give up and try
to get by with the status quo.
• Siloed functionality: Traditionally, marketing
was an isolated step that occurred at the end of
a linear business process and focused on brand
awareness. Today it is a multifaceted entity
with hooks into all steps of the product cycle
and business. With the customer as the main
actor, the business relies upon new systems and
techniques to create personalized, contextualized
customer experiences. Marketing’s expanded
scope will likely require integrating CRM and ERP
7

systems in areas such as pricing, inventory, order
management, and product R&D.
• Costly IT support: Administering and maintaining
on-premises legacy SAP CRM solutions requires
a dedicated support staff with SAP-specific
expertise. From an IT budgeting standpoint,
cloud-based products may offer better value.

CRM Opportunities: Harmonizing
the customer experience
In the years since early SAP core systems were
implemented, customer engagement has changed
considerably. First generation channel-specific tools
gave way to multi-channel CRM suites which, in turn,
evolved into omnichannel engagement platforms that
support contextual marketing and service, commerce
and sales, physical and digital customer experiences,
and customer intelligence.
Within the SAP Customer Engagement and Commerce
(CEC) suite, hybris components work in tandem
with SAP loyalty management and customer billing
applications, leading marketing tools for campaign
management, and other solutions to integrate all
digital and physical customer touch points onto
a single platform. This platform delivers real-time
customer insights, end-to-end business process
execution, and harmonized digital and physical
experiences, while minimizing legacy issues around
functionality and reach. It is also designed to provide
a holistic customer-centric view, to accommodate
change, and to drive dynamic, rapid responses based
on personalized, contextual information.

These sales, marketing, and customer service
applications can be implemented individually to
address specific functional pain points while laying
the groundwork for more far-reaching transformation
initiatives and business model pivots in the future.
Taking this approach can also help establish vendor
accountability and control. As customer engagement
technologies and strategies evolved over the last
decade, many companies deployed point solutions
to leverage the latest trends. A best-of-breed IT
strategy presupposes a collaborative ecosystem in
which all vendor solutions play nicely with each
other for the life of the company’s systems. In
many situations, this supposition proves ill-founded:
Some vendors are bought and sold, while others
fail to gain traction in the market. Particularly in
the disruptive customer engagement space, point
solutions considered groundbreaking upon release
can quickly become yesterday’s news. A few years
in, many of those outdated solutions can contribute
to overall system complexity. By working with a
single vendor, organizations may be able to get more
value from their technology investments, better
manage implementation risks, and limit unnecessary
complexity going forward.
Customer engagement increasingly requires deep
hooks into middle and back office areas such as
service, inventory, pricing, fulfillment, and order
management, among others. Deploying a truly endto-end solution that encompasses everything from
tweets to cash to close can help companies create
competitive differentiation.

WHAT NEXT? GETTING
STARTED ON YOUR CORE
RENAISSANCE JOURNEY
Challenges abound for businesses today. Financial and
regulatory pressures, technology disruption, increased
competition for talent, unmet needs—all of these
factors conspire to slow momentum and undermine
careful planning.
Technical maturity offers another common pain point,
one often directly linked to business problems. Heavy
customization, security vulnerabilities, scalability, and
performance challenges in core systems can—and
often do—impact the bottom line.
For SAP customers operating legacy systems, core
renaissance initiatives can begin by taking a combined
view of business imperatives and technical realities—
balancing business priorities and opportunities with
implementation complexity. This can provide an
approach tailored to meet your specific needs and
goals. It should be a roadmap informed by your most
pressing pain points, not by SAP’s product catalog.
Approaches will vary from wholesale transformational
efforts to incremental improvements tacked on to
traditional budgets and projects. But regardless of
how systemic or tactical they are, core renaissance
responses typically include a combination of the
following five approaches:
8

Replatform: Replatforming
efforts typically center on
upgrading the core application
or implementing new solutions
on the underlying platform upon
which the application runs. For SAP
ERP, replatforming could involve technical upgrades,
migration to latest software releases, or instance
consolidation. For any software solution, it might also
involve moving to modern operating environments
(server, storage, or network) or migrating pieces of
the landscape to the cloud (private, public, or hybrid).
Or making specific architecture decisions like adding
HANA in-memory capabilities. While it may appear
less invasive than other approaches, replatforming
is rarely a simple “lift and shift” exercise. It typically
requires a workload-by-workload analysis and surgical
intervention to understand the opportunities and
develop a roadmap for migration. Strategy may differ
based on the environment—specifically optimizing
non-production versus production landscapes
(experimenting with sandbox, development, test,
or stage environments at the beginning).
Remediate: Remediation shifts
attention to the internal workings
of systems, which could require
rewriting chunks of code to
reverse technical debt. In legacy
SAP systems, that might involve:
• Unwinding customizations for capabilities now
handled by out-of-the-box software.
• Addressing master data issues by adding a means
to harmonize customer, product, supplier, and

other data and creating validations and controls
to better govern important data domains.
• Rewriting or wrapping interfaces, and refactoring
legacy point-to-point and batch jobs to extend
and reuse critical data and services. Likewise,
redundant or architecturally strained RFCs,
BAPIs, batch jobs, and enterprise services can be
rewritten using modern techniques.
These logical and architectural changes can
supercharge mobile, analytics, and social capabilities
and help improve usability. Moreover, deploying them
incrementally may help companies extract near-term
value from legacy assets, even those targeted for
longer-term transformation or retirement.
Revitalize: In some cases,
the internal business logic and
transactional capabilities in legacy
SAP systems are rock solid, but
usability causes pain points—
poor user experience design,
long response times, or a lack of mobile solutions
to support business when and where it actually
occurs. Both analytical and transactional solutions
can benefit from revitalization. Approaches start with
a user-centric, persona-based focus—understanding
customer, employee, and partner needs by observing
them in the field. Existing processes, reports, or
screens shouldn’t constrain new solutions. The goal
is not simply to replicate existing operations behind a
new digital veneer. Rather, approaches should be built
around how individuals actually should and could do
their jobs, empowered by technologies, such as smart
phones, tablets, wearables and virtualization tools.

Well-designed front-end solutions allow existing
back-end services to be hooked into them without
much effort, making it possible to extract near-term
value from legacy systems, even in the midst of
longer-term system transformation projects. In
some cases, a degree of remediation is required to
support revitalization goals. Yet, tiny investments
can potentially unlock efficiency gains. They can
also help IT and business leaders better meet
increasingly high employee expectations around
workplace technology.
Analytics solutions offer another significant
revitalization opportunity. By grounding analytics
initiatives in standardized data and processes,
organizations can begin working to find answers
to function-, geography-, and business unit-specific
questions—answers that could potentially unlock real
insights and deliver measurable, attributable value.
For example, data-driven insights might make it
possible for the leaders of an underperforming
business unit to determine the degree to which the
group’s culture can digest needed transformative
change. If its capacity for change is high, then leaders
can make an informed decision to tackle iterative, high
value initiatives. If not, they can take a more measured
approach. Either way, the company won’t have to rip
and replace its core systems to bring about change.
Moreover, with the speed of in-memory computing
and real-time analysis, companies no longer have
to pre-engineer questions they want answered into
data warehouse plans. Indeed, individual users can
analyze up-to-the-moment data to form and refine
hypotheses, run experiments, and make observations.
The net result is a more forward-looking enterprise
that is agile and event-driven.

Replace: In some situations, the
answer is to recast the solution
landscape by replacing parts of
the portfolio with new solutions.
In industries like insurance and
public sector, large-scale custom
solutions were often necessary decades ago because
of a lack of commercially viable packaged solutions.
Today, SAP’s offerings have closed many of these gaps,
giving institutions a chance to revisit “build” versus
“buy” decisions. Similarly, SAP’s portfolio of cloud
solutions might be attractive to companies looking
for improved agility and the potential to reallocate
capital expenditure to operating costs, which is
partially why SAP has been adding cloud providers
like SuccessFactors and Concur. Importantly, IT needs
to be a part of these discussions; otherwise, lines of
business may make their own isolated investments.
Retrench: Retrenchment, simply
put, means doing nothing. This
is likely a part of any SAP core
renaissance journey, especially for
non-differentiating parts of the
business and IT footprint. Being
passive can be strategic, especially if not taking action
is a deliberate decision made after careful analysis.
This is not the same as ignoring an issue; it is weighing
the risks, communicating the recommendation (and
potential repercussions) to key stakeholders, and then
deciding to focus on other priorities.
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The Renaissance Has Begun

Contributors

Breathing new life into legacy systems improves
upon the ways of old and broadens the possibilities
of tomorrow. As many organizations on the core
renaissance journey are realizing, a revitalized core
can become a strategic differentiator, and provide
a foundation for experimentation, innovation, and
growth. It can also offer a roadmap for leveraging
advances in in-memory, cloud, hardware, and other
leading technologies, removing paralyzing complexity,
and getting back to basics.
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Of course, such steps can lead to greater efficiency.
But the real opportunities are more strategic. For
example, what would you do differently if you could
close your books in seven seconds instead of seven
days? How would aligning demand with supply
transform your relationships with suppliers and
retailers? How would the ability to recruit and retain
top talent impact your innovation agenda—and your
bottom line? Core renaissance gives you the tools to
answer these questions and more.
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